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How to impress beautiful ladies
Even though there are lots of things which could be a big turn off for beautiful ladies, the following types of
guys are sure to prove them that they’re not ready for a serious relationship.
The Ladies Man
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While most women would not have anything against their companion noticing a gorgeous woman, there’s a
difference between recognising beauty and undressing a woman with your eyes. A guy who’s regularly
commenting on every woman who walks past him will make a woman feel like she’s not good enough for him.
No one likes to fight for attention, especially Russian and Ukrainian women so his inappropriate comments and
unpleasant behaviour will soon make a woman dump him and move on.
The Man-Child
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Summary:
Types of Men That Beautiful Ladies Don't
Marry

More Details

This sort of guy is obsessed with video games, gets too excited when it
comes to drinking beer at a keg party and orders Chinese takeaway for
dinner each and every night. He loses interest in his job every couple of
months and has no other ambitions than beating his friend’s Playstation
score. Even though it might be entertaining to hang out with this type of
guy for a little while, he shows no sign of a future since it doesn’t look like
he’s going to grow up anytime soon.
Mr. Show-Off
The biggest turn off for a lady is probably a guy who’s obsessed with his
money and finances, irrespective of whether he has a great deal of it or
nothing at all. Being rich and flaunting it is not much better from taking
your date to the cheapest restaurant or parking 2 kilometres away to avoid paying for parking. Your first few dates should be about getting to know each other
and not boasting about your financial situation. It’s not wrong to look for a great deal if you don’t have much to spend or buying things if you do, but be careful
not to let it get in the way of your dating experience.
The Tech Guy
This sort of guy has to have the latest edition of all gadgets. He spends tons of money on the most up-to-date models of cars, phones, laptops, etc. It could
make beautiful ladies wonder where exactly they fit into all of this. Even worse, she could find herself being replaced by a “newer shinier model” one day too.
Women don’t like competition much, especially when it comes to competing with material things. A guy who’s always too busy purchasing these new gadgets
won’t have enough time to spend with his companion, and sooner or later, she’ll be gone to look for someone who can.
It could be that you fall into one of these categories, however, there’s no need to worry. It’s possible that you will meet a woman who’s just as interested in cars
or technology as you are or someone who enjoys talking about making money. Still, most women see the above mentioned traits as signals that a man just isn’t
ready for a serious commitment yet. It doesn’t necessarily mean that all guys like that are bad, but they certainly need to be aware of what is a turnoff for a
woman and change their behaviour if they want to be successful in dating.
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